CEO KEYNOTE
Donna Moore, CEO & Chairwoman, LoRa Alliance™
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LoRaWAN® deployments are MASSIVE and SCALING.

Global de facto industry standard for LPWAN.
LoRaWAN® Network Coverage: **60%** Growth in 2018

**100+ LoRaWAN® Network Operators**  **140+ Countries**
## MOST EXTENSIVE IoT MEMBER ECOSYSTEM

### Sponsor Members
- Actility
- ABB
- CISCO
- Google Cloud
- Huawei
- KPN
- LoRaWAN
- M2M
- Objenious
- Orange
- Sagemcom
- Semtech
- Tencent
- SK Telecom
- TEKTELECOM

### Contributor Members
- A2Z
- Aiq
- AIRONICS
- ARM
- ARYONICS
- AVANT
- Bixi
- Biotest
- Bittium
- Bluechip
- Bureo
- C&I Healthcare
- Carnegie Technologies
- Charter
- Chartron
- Cicloferran
- Cognite
- Connexion
- Corelis
- Credence
- Creature
- Crosswire
- CWA
- Cynara
- EDF
- Ettelplan
- Flex
- Flexways
- Fongen
- GigaMatic
- Globalstar
- Hoox
- Huber
- Ingenia
- Itron
- IoT
- LORIOT
- LORAWAN
- M2M
- MediaTek
- Meshify
- Microshare
- Microchip
- Mimo
- M2M
- Multitech
- myRaf
- myDevices
- NEC
- Neulogy
- Netia
- Netco
- Netactuate
- Nebra
- Neweight
- Node
- Node
- NOKIA
- O2
- Oncore
- Oracle
- Orange
- Orange
- Orangetel
- Orange
- Orascom Mobile
- Ozone
- Ozo
- Pragsoft
- Protel
- Protel
- QCI
- QCI
- QiFi
- Quelcom
- Quelcom
- Qualcomm
- Qorvo
- Quorvo
- Quorvo
- R3
- REDG
- REDG
- Renesas
- REX
- RFMD
- RFMD
- RFMD
- Reversoft
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Agriculture & Farming

THE IMPACT WE’RE MAKING AROUND THE WORLD
Safety

THE IMPACT WE’RE MAKING AROUND THE WORLD
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Environmental

THE IMPACT WE’RE MAKING AROUND THE WORLD
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Business Transformation

THE IMPACT WE’RE MAKING AROUND THE WORLD
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Smart Cities

Building Automation

Industrial IoT

Utilities

Agriculture

Asset Tracking

Millions of LoRaWAN® connected devices
Look for the Mark!
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NEW LoRaWAN® PRE-CERTIFICATION TEST TOOL

LoRaWAN® Certification Test Tool

✓ Accelerates certification process
✓ Lower cost
✓ Huge value add for members
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Largest developer ecosystem

The innovation is up to all of us!
Thanks to today’s sponsors:

Minol ZENNER
CONNECT

Platinum Sponsor

SEMTECH

LoRaWAN® Networking Reception & App Sponsor
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BE SURE TO VISIT THE MARKETPLACE
INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Oliver Hersent

Alper Yegin

Actility
INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Wei Ku

Dapeng (Max) Liu
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Vikas Butaney
Gary Stuebing
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Yannick Delibie
Benjamin Maury
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INTRODUCING OUR NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Alex Khorram
Michael Putterman
INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Stephane Allaire
Arnaud Vandererven
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Ronan Le Bras
François Richet
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Thierry Lestable
Didier Guillot
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Olivier Beaujard
Marc Pegulu
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Joel Huloux

Hakim Jaafar
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INTRODUCING OUR 2019 BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Yachen Wang

Kewen Cai

TENCENT
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## INTRODUCING OUR NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oliver Hersent &amp; Alper Yegin</th>
<th>Wei Ku &amp; Dapeng Liu</th>
<th>Vikas Butaney &amp; Gary Stuebing</th>
<th>Yannick Delibie &amp; Benjamin Maury</th>
<th>Alex Khorram &amp; Michael Putterman</th>
<th>Stephane Allaire &amp; Arnaud Vandererven</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Actility</td>
<td>Alibaba Group</td>
<td>Cisco</td>
<td>kerlink</td>
<td>MACHINEQ</td>
<td>Objenious</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ronan Le Bras &amp; Francois Richet</th>
<th>Thierry Lestable &amp; Didier Guillot</th>
<th>Olivier Beaujard &amp; Marc Pegulu</th>
<th>Joel Huloux &amp; Hakim Jaafar</th>
<th>Yachen Wang &amp; Kewen Cai</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>orange</td>
<td>Sagemcom</td>
<td>SEMTECH</td>
<td>life.augmented</td>
<td>Tencent</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

© 2023 LoRa Alliance®
LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

DIEGO BARTOLOMEO
DEKRA Testing and Certification, S.A.U.
LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

ALI HOSSEINI

SenRa Tech Pvt. Ltd.
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LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

DAVE KJENDAL
Senet, Inc.
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LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

MARKUS RIDDER
IMST GmbH
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LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

DISTINGUISHED SERVICE AWARD

XIAOBO YU
Alibaba (China) Co., Ltd
LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

WORKING GROUP LEADERSHIP AWARD

MARC LE GOURRIEREC
Sagemcom Broadband SAS

Distinguished Service Award
Marc Le Gourrierec
Sagemcom Broadband SAS
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LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

WORKING GROUP LEADERSHIP AWARD

JULIEN CATALANO
Kerlink
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OLIVIER BEAUJARD
Semtech
LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

CORPORATE AWARD

MultiTech

Corporate Award
MultiTech
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LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

CORPORATE AWARD
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SEMTECH

Corporate Award
Semtech

LoRa Alliance™
LoRa ALLIANCE™ CONTRIBUTION AWARDS

LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

ALPER YEGIN
Actility
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Here’s to a Successful LoRaWAN® Live!